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“In recent years, modern technology has dramatically changed the way we 

communicate through writing. However, despite the increased use of computers for 

writing, the skill of handwriting remains important in education, employment and in 

everyday life. 

Time devoted to the teaching and learning of letter formation in the early years will 

pay off. Legible writing that can be produced comfortably, at speed and with little 

conscious effort allows a child to attend to the higher-level aspects of writing 

composition and content. This is important when assessments are based on written 

work, particularly in time-limited written examinations, which remain as a major 

form of assessment for many formal qualifications. Without fast and legible 

handwriting, students may miss out on learning opportunities and under-achieve 

academically.” 

National Handwriting Association 2015 

 

Like any skill, children develop at different rates; for that reason, it is important that 

there is a consistent style of handwriting throughout the school, and that all staff 

consider themselves to be teachers of handwriting, with a clear understanding of the 

progression of skills, and of how to correct errors.  Children need to be taught to join 

their letters cursively from key stage one. Early intervention is essential at every stage, 

to prevent acquirement of bad habits which are difficult to correct the higher in 

school you travel.   

 

Our aims at St. Joseph’s 

To help each child develop a handwriting style which is clear, fluent, joined and 

legible in order to communicate meaning effectively by:  

 Having a correct pencil grip- with big pencils/triangular pencils in reception, 

particularly in child lead writing areas 

 Sitting correctly (feet flat to floor, straight back, fist away from table and child’s 

book at an angle) 

 Fine motor activities- including play dough disco, five minutes a day warm up 

and beads/ strings etc. throughout KS1 

 Knowing that all letters start from the line 

 Knowing all letters join except capitals 

 Knowing letter families that are formed in the same way 
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 Knowing the size and orientation of letters  

 Correcting mistakes: use of rubbers is to be discouraged except in the case of 

work in pencil for display.  Otherwise, mistakes in pencil or ink should be 

crossed out using a single horizontal line, and the whole word rewritten. This 

also will show self-editing skills. 

The handwriting at St. Joseph’s will follow a five stage developmental programme: 

Step Phase/age Method(s) 

1 Foundation  

3 – 5 years 

Readiness for handwriting; gross and fine motor skills 

leading to letter formation 

2 KS1  

5 – 7 years 

Beginning to join 

3 KS1 & Lower KS2  

5 – 9 years 

Securing the joins 

4 Lower KS2  

7 – 9 years 

Practising speed and fluency 

5 Upper KS2  

10 – 11 years 

Presentation skills 

 

National Curriculum requirements:  

(see Appendix Two) 

Foundation Stage  

Curriculum guidance for the Foundation Stage identifies the knowledge, skills, 

understanding and attitude children need to acquire in order to attain the Early 

Learning Goals for handwriting. The guidance states that children should be able to 

use a pencil and hold it effectively to form recognisable letters, most of which are 

correctly formed. 

 

Year 1  

Pupils’ writing during year 1 will generally develop at a slower pace than their 

reading. This is because they need to encode the sounds they hear in words 

(spelling skills), develop the physical skill needed for handwriting, and learn how 

to organise their ideas in writing. 

Pupils should be taught to:  

 sit correctly at a table, holding a 

pencil comfortably and correctly  

begin to form lower-case letters in 

the correct direction, starting and 

finishing in the right place  

 form capital letters  

 form digits 0-9  

 understand which letters belong 

Handwriting requires frequent and discrete, 

direct teaching. Pupils should be able to form 

letters correctly and confidently. The size of 

the writing implement (pencil, pen) should 

not be too large for a young pupil’s hand. 

Whatever is being used should allow the 

pupil to hold it easily and correctly so that 

bad habits are avoided. Left-handed pupils 

should receive specific teaching to meet their 



to which handwriting ‘families’ 

(i.e. letters that are formed in 

similar ways) and to practise these. 

needs 

 

Year 2  

In writing, pupils at the beginning of year 2 … should be able to form individual 

letters correctly, so establishing good handwriting habits from the beginning. 

Pupils should be taught to:  

 form lower-case letters of the 

correct size relative to one another 

 start using some of the diagonal 

and horizontal strokes needed to 

join letters and understand which 

letters, when adjacent to one 

another, are best left unjoined  

 write capital letters and digits of 

the correct size, orientation and 

relationship to one another and to 

lower case letters  

 use spacing between words that 

reflects the size of the letters. 

Pupils should revise and practise correct letter 

formation frequently. They should be taught 

to write with a joined style as soon as they 

can form letters securely with the correct 

orientation. 

 

Lower key stage 2 Years 3-4 

Joined handwriting should be the norm; pupils should be able to use it fast enough 

to keep pace with what they want to say. 

 Pupils should be taught to: 

 use the diagonal and horizontal 

strokes that 

 are needed to join letters  

 increase the legibility, consistency 

and quality of their handwriting, 

e.g. by ensuring that the 

downstrokes of letters are parallel 

and equidistant; that lines of 

writing are spaced 

 sufficiently so that the ascenders 

and 

 descenders of letters  

Pupils should be using joined handwriting 

throughout their independent writing. 

Handwriting should continue to be taught, 

with the aim of increasing the fluency with 

which pupils are able to write down what 

they want to say. This, in turn, will support 

their composition and spelling. 

 

 

 

 



Upper key stage 2 – Years 5-6  

 Pupils should be taught to write 

legibly, fluently and with 

increasing speed by:  

 choosing which shape of a letter 

to use when given choices and 

deciding, as part of their personal 

style, whether or not to join 

specific letters  

 choosing the writing implement 

that is best suited for a task (e.g. 

quick notes, letters). 

Pupils should continue to practise 

handwriting and be encouraged to increase 

the speed of it, so that problems with 

forming letters do not get in the way of their 

writing down what they want to say. They 

should be clear about what standard of 

handwriting is appropriate for a particular 

task (e.g. quick notes or a final handwritten 

version). They should also be taught to use an 

unjoined style (e.g. for labelling a diagram or 

data, writing an email address, or for algebra) 

and capital letters (e..g. for filling in forms). 

 

Font used  

 

See Appendix One 

St Joseph’s Primary School uses the XCCW Joined 1a, which you can see in Appendix 

one.  

 

How will handwriting be implemented at St. Joseph’s?  

 

It is essential for all teaching staff to demonstrate good cursive styles as well as display 

boards to model typed/written cursive font displayed on them. Key stage one should 

have all display boards in a cursive style, so it is embedded and once it is embedded, 

key stage one/communal boards can have some alternative fonts, so that children are 

used to seeing a variety of styles of font.  

Getting ready to write-seating and posture 

  

• Chair and table should be at a comfortable height  

 Feet should be flat to the floor 

• The table should support the forearm so that it rests lightly on the surface and is 

parallel to the floor  

 The distance between the child and the table should be a clenched fist 

• Encourage children to sit up straight and not slouch  

• The height of the chair should be such that the thighs are horizontal and feet flat on 

the floor  

 Books should be placed on table at roughly a 45 degree angle 

• Tables should be free of clutter  

• Rooms should be well lit  

• Left handed pupils should sit on the left of their partners  

 



Early Years 

In the Early Years, children have access to a range of writing media. Their experiences 

include practise with implements of varying type, size and weight to support them in 

the development of necessary skills. Children will be encouraged to mark make using 

a variety of paper. Children in reception/year one should have triangular pencils in 

free play, so that they are still using the correct grip when independently writing. 

Children in Reception should begin to mark make on paper/whiteboards. A range of 

paper can be used however; children should be encouraged to use large lines later on 

in the year.  

 

Key stage One 

As the children progress to more formal handwriting situations, pencils are used for 

all formal, written learning. Triangular pencils/pencils with grips should be available 

for children struggling with their writing and for all children during child-lead 

activities so that the use of the correct grip is maintained.  

Paper lines- See examples in appendix two  

Year 1  

Children should start the year where they left early years. When they are ready they 

should move on to wide lined exercise books. Handwriting books should be 

introduced at the appropriate time.  

 

Year 2  

The majority of children should be ready to start the year in narrower, lined books. 

For some children they will need to continue on wide lined books until ready and for 

a small number of children, (particularly those with SEN) it may be necessary to 

continue to use wide lined books.  

All children should often be allowed to use unlined paper so that they can practise to 

apply skills and consider issues of presentation and aesthetics.  

 

Key stage Two 

From years 3 to 6 children will be introduced to pens when they are consistently 

using a neat, joined handwriting style in all their writing – once this has been 

achieved, they will be given their pen licence by their teacher and from then on write 

in blue or black (Mainly blue in books and black for presentation)ink for all written 

work and  ‘improvement’ pens when self or peer editing work. They should be 

reminded not to use their pens in their maths books, drawing diagrams or tables.  

Assessment  

Formal assessment of handwriting is made against National Curriculum level 

descriptors (see appendix four). As well as:  



Phase leaders in team meetings and senior leaders should monitor children’s writing 

and presentation in books regularly (at least termly). The following should be 

considered:  

• Is the writing generally legible?  

• Are the letters correctly shaped and proportioned?  

• Are all children using cursive handwriting?  

• Are the spaces between the letters, words and lines appropriate?  

• Is the size of the writing appropriate? Is the size of the writing consistent?  

• Is the writing properly aligned?  

• Are the writing standards achieved by the majority of pupils in line with the level 

descriptors in the National Curriculum?  

 

Individual assessment-  

 

Children should be observed as they write during handwriting lessons – the teacher 

must circulate, monitor and intervene. Teachers also need to monitor and mark 

whole pieces of writing. The following should be considered:  

• Is the posture correct?  

• Does the child hold the pencil correctly?  

• Does the child use the correct movement when forming and or joining letters?  

• Are any letters revered or inverted?  

• Does the child write fluently and rhythmically?  

• Is the writing easily legible?  

• Is the pupil’s handwriting development in line with the level descriptors in the 

National Curriculum? 

 

Links to spelling  

 

Linking handwriting with spelling is one of the most powerful ways of developing the 

visual memory. Handwriting should be practised using letters, blends, strings or 

digraphs/trigraphs so that patterns are internalised.  

Remember to use Look – Say – Cover – Write – Check  

Dictations are newly introduced into the Curriculum, therefore, teachers are to 

regularly carry out class dictations on blue photocopied handwriting paper to 

encourage the speed, flow and presentation of handwriting. Teachers should also 

often ask the children to complete a perfect copying task on pink handwriting paper 

to encourage copying and presentational skills. 

 

To be reviewed September 2020 

 

 

 



Appendices: 

1 Alphabet of XCCW Joined 1a – letters capital letters and numbers 

2   National Handwriting new National curriculum descriptors  

3   Lined guided paper   

    KS1 15mm 

    KS2 8mm  

4 Chid led checklist: “What makes handwriting good?” 

5. Example of good cursive handwriting 

 

Appendix One 

Lower case letters- 

 

Abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwyz 

Capitals- 

 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

 

Displays (ALL in keystage 1 for modelling purposes) should be typed using the said 

font. 

Teachers should model cursive in all lessons and marking- SLT to monitor during 

general observations. 

 

Numbers- 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

 

 

NB children must be taught letters to start on the line and join to the next letter 

through handwriting patterns from reception- so that the joins become natural to the 

child 

  



Appendix Two 

  



Appendix Three  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix Four 

 

What makes handwriting good? 

 

Good Handwriting… 

 

…is readable! 

 

…sits on the line. 

 

…words begin at the margin and go to the end of the page 

 

…all letters (except for capitals) start on the line.… 

 

…has a finger space between each word. 

 

…has the same letters the same height. 

 

…is not too big,and not too small. 

 

…every letter joins and is cursive! 

  

…has all the letters the same regular size 

 

…has the ascenders and descenders clearly distinguished 

 

…is consistent.    

 



 

 

What makes handwriting beautiful? 

 

Beautiful handwriting… 

 

…is fluent 

 

…has ascenders and descenders parallel to each other 

 

…has a personal style and is stunning to look at 

 

…gives displayed work the “wow” factor. 

 

 

 

 

Appendix Five 

 


